Franks Aegean 1204 1500 Peter Lock
the frankish conquest of greece - assets - the frankish conquest of greece in 1204, the imperial city of
constantinople was captured by the troops of the fourth crusade, a collection of forces gathered from the
states of western europe with the ostensible aim of the liberation of jerusalem. it was a momentous event for
the citizens and subjects of the ‘byzantine’ empire ruled from constantinople, as their city had never before ...
ruling east, but looking west - radboud universiteit - aegean: 1204-1500 analysing the governments of
the six different latin states in the aegean from 1210 on. 7 the social, economic and cultural aspects of these
frankish territories were examined, together with their relationships to their allies, enemies and greek subjects.
coping with the powerful other - central european university - the franks in the aegean); anthony
luttrell, the hospitallers in cyprus, rhodes, greece and the west, 1291- 1440 (london: variorum reprint, 1978). 5
see the study of rusu on the situation of the eastern rite churches in transylvania before the reformation.
stefan burkhardt (heidelberg) intoxication with virtuality ... - stefan burkhardt (heidelberg) intoxication
with virtuality. french princes and aegean titles in july 1383 james of baux died. he was the last titular emperor
of con- dowry and inheritance, gender and empowerment in the ... - 1 for an updated concise history of
the period of latin rule in the region, see peter lock, the franks in the aegean 1204-1500 , london and new
york, longman, 1995. 2 while earlier documents were drawn mostly in latin, from the 16 th century onwards
the common language a common dictum in modern research is that, in medieval ... - chronique de
morée (12041305), ed. j. lo n g n o n, paris 1911, §§ 221–253; the chronicle of morea (Το Χρονικόν του
Μορέως): a history in political verse relating the establishment of feudalism in greece by the franks in the
moriscos morosini, thomas (d. 1211) motivation - see mudéjars and moriscos morosini, thomas (d. 1211)
latin patriarch of constantinople (1204–1211). a member of the morosini or mauroceni family of venice, thomas
was only a sub-dean when he was elected latin patriarch of constantinople (mod. Ωstanbul, turkey) by the
venetians, as a result of the agreement of march 1204 between the frankish crusaders and the venetians and
the ensuing ... the byzantino-latin principality of adrianople and the ... - lock, the franks in the aegean
1204–1500 (london, 1995), 146. there is no mention at all of the principality of adrianople in d. jacoby, “the
latin empire of constantinople and the frankish states in greece,” ncmh 5:525–42. 2 b. hendrickx, “some notes
on the ‘state’ of theodoros ...
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